Syntactic findings in developmental verbal apraxia.
Spontaneous language samples of eight children diagnosed as presenting developmental verbal apraxia were analyzed in terms of their mean length of utterance, Developmental Sentence Scores, use of 14 grammatical markers, and yes-no and wh-question forms. Although MLUs were greater than the range associated with stage V syntactic development, all children demonstrated difficulties with stage V and beyond grammatical markers and many omitted stage II markers. Developmental Sentence Scores were generally well below chronologic age expectations and revealed notable difficulties with personal pronoun and main verb selection. Omissions or noninversions of auxiliary and/or copulas in yes-no and wh-questions were apparent. Omissions of regular and irregular third-person singular markers, inconsistent use of regular and irregular past tense, and difficulty with question transformations provide evidence that at least some of the errors presented by this group of apraxic children cannot be attributed to motor speech and/or phonologic limitations but rather they evidence concomitant syntactic disorders.